
Improve Recruitment Efficiency

With Conversational Hiring

NHANCE NOW



This is your Hiring Team

All charged up when new hires 

are needed.... 



However it gets

chaotic a few days

later...

 

 

Guess what. You are not alone.

70% of recruiting teams face these

challenges globally!



Drop in Quality
Great candidates slip through the

net due to inadequate and timely

engagement

Long Hiring Cycles
With a lot on the plate, hiring

teams take longer to close

positions.

Low Pre-Screening
Lesser number of qualified

candidates in interviews, resulting

in loss of valuable hours every

week.

Leading to

 



Try

Conversational 

Hiring 

A New Way to Hire Better 

using Recruitment Bots



Quality Consistency
With no human dependancy,

every candidate gets the same

quality of service. 

Load Sharing
Frees up your time by keeping

candidates engaged through 

automated responses.

Force Multiplier

Handle multiple requests 

from different candidates

simultaneously.

Advantages of  Using

Recruitment Bots

 



MEET HIRING BOT
Qualify more candidates, reduce 

time-to-hire and improve candidate

experience by engaging top talent

 in quality conversations.



EMPOWER HIRING

TEAMS

Gain Insights to Optimise

Processes

Learn continuously from thousands of

conversational interactions, to improve

hiring and better understand drop offs.

Automate Repetitive Tasks

Works 24/7 to respond to candidate

questions and schedule interviews so

teams can focus on more pressing tasks.

Enhance Employer Branding

Grab  attention by differentiating your

recruitment process with a messaging 

first approach.

Humanize Candidate

Experience

Provide  real-time, engaging and personal

conversations that build relations from the

go with candidates.



Use Cases

Hire to Onboarding
Your bot will continue to engage with

successful candidates in preparation for 

a smooth entry on their first day.

Outreach to Interview
Automate interactions across this 

cycle to attract, engage and close the

best candidates.
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It is Super Affordable
No Setup Costs. 14 Day Free Trial. 

$149/month

Upto 1500 unique candidates a month

Custom Pricing for Large Teams

Over 1500 unique candidates a month

Only

$49/month
upto 500 unique candidates

 a month

 



Its Easy to Get
Started?
Anyone can use it!

Converse & Close

Automate candidate

engagement with

interactive conversations

Create Custom Bot

Customise a Bot for

every open position.

Share Bot

Share Bot with all

candidates on WhatsApp

or FB Messenger.



Let's have a

Conversation

+ 91 -9966583320

hello@nhancenow.com

www.nhancenow.com


